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Abstract-We present a dynamic program to solve the problem of scheduling 12 simultaneously 
available jobs on m parallel machines to minimize the weighted sum machine makespans. This 
dynamic program is pseudc+polynomial when m is a fixed number. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Parallel-machine Minimum Weighted Sum of Makespans (PMWSM) problem is defined as 
follows: We are given a set N = {1,2, . . . , n} of independent and simultaneously available jobs 
and m > 1 parallel and identical machines. Job j requires an amount of processing time tj on one 
of the machines and is assigned a weight wj , Vj E N. Our objective is to find a schedule u which 
minimizes the weighted sum of machine makespans y(o) = x2”=, { CjEN, wj CjE,,, tj}, where 
Ni is the set of jobs assigned to machine i. Sin and Cheng [l] h ave shown that this problem is 
NP-complete by using reduction from the Minimum Sum of Squares (MSS) problem. Since MSS 
is known to be NP-complete in the strong sense in general and is NP-complete in the ordinary 
sense when m is a fixed number [2], it implies that PMWSM is also NP-complete in the strong 
sense when m is a variable and NP-complete in the ordinary sense when m is fixed. 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 
We now present a dynamic programming formulation to solve PMWSM in pseudopolynomial 
time when m is fixed. 
(1) Define: 
Sl~,~l,...,~tn,~l,.. . , T,) = minimum possible weighted sum of machine 
makespans if jobs 1,. . . , k are assigned to the 
m machines such that the total weights on ma- 
chine i are LVi and the total processing time on 
machineiisTi(i=l,...,m). 
Note: CE”=, Wi = wl+-.-.+wk and x2”=, Ti = 
t1 +a ..+tk. 
(2) Recurrence Relation: 
S(%,Wi ,..., Wm,Ti I..., T’) 
TI,..., Z-l,Z-tk,Ti+l,.. .,T,)-(Wi-~k)(Ti-tk)+ WiTi . 
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(3) Optimal Policy Function: 
P(%,Wl,..., W,,Tl)..., Tm) = i, if the index i minimizes the right- 
hand-side of (2). 
“P(k, WI,. . . , W,,Tl,. . . ,T*)= i” means that the kth job is assigned to machine i. 
(4) Boundary Conditions: 
s(o,w~,...) W,,Tl)...) T,) = 
0, ifwl z... =w,,,=Tl=...=T,,,=O; 
00, otherwise. 
(5) Objective: 
min S(n,Wr ,..., Wm,Tl ,..., Tm) ( 2PVi =kUj; ex =ktj}. 
i=l j=l is1 j=l 
Note that in this dynamic program: 
- the number of possible combinations of (WI, . . . , 
- the number of possible combinations of (Tl, . . . , Tm) is O((Cy=r ij)“-‘), and 
- the number of possible values of C is n. 
Hence, the computational time of this dynamic program is 0 (mn(x wj C ij)“-‘) ,which 
pseudo-polynomial when the number of machines, m, is fixed. 
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